statistics

- 526 incidents, 14% increase
- 33% fewer affected personnel
- 08 staff deaths; 01 contractor death

Most affected:
- Yemen
- Ethiopia
- South Sudan
- Sudan
- DRC
Global Incident Statistics

Threat Types
- Crime: 41
- Terrorism: 0
- Civil Unrest: 14
- Hazards: 28
- Armed Conflict: 16

People affected:
- 17,665 people

Personnel affected:
- 16,631 personnel

Total threat types:
- 164
complex challenges

DR Congo

Syria

Northern Triangle

Burkina Faso

Sudan

Mozambique
response & prevention

- surge support
- rapid assessment missions
- security emergency fund
- regional security setup
- compliance & training
- acceptance
- partnership focus
© WFP Security Division

Achieving #ZeroHunger Through Safety and Security